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Abstract. The healthcare institutions in leading countries have under-
gone numerous changes to control their charges. This transformation
generates an incredible impact on the organization of work specially for
caregiving staff. At the same time, there has been an increasing inter-
est for healthcare training in immersive training environments which
could represent with great fidelity a professional context. Designing such
a virtual environment allows to experiment real-life like complex situ-
ations without any risk for the inpatients. This research aims to cre-
ate a digital and entirely controlled training clinical unit where future
nurses could improve their task organization skills, situation awareness,
decision-making and leadership. In this article, we present a method to
design educational interactive scenarios to train them to plan their ac-
tivity, deliver and organize the care for some fifteen inpatients. Then we
build a dozen of scenario using this method. The trainee can freely act
and make decision which could cause delay or equally bad and even far
worse inadequate caregiving. Well-known in operation research as the
nurse rostering problem, the trainee can experiments such realistic regu-
lar situations as well as non regular unexpected ones where irregularities
or hazards occur and force them to revise their revise their projected
schedule to the moving context.

Keywords: Virtual Environment, Serious Game, Nurse Rostering, Nurse
training
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1 Context

All over the world and especially in healthcare institutions located in leading
countries, the past decade has seen the rapid development of outpatient treat-
ment in a day-care center. Nowadays, most of hospitals offer ambulatory services
that would enable them to pool resources. As a consequence, professionals have
to face to an increasing number of patients in shorter caregiving period. This
situation mainly impacts the activity of healthcare teams who need to adapt
and use a new workflow. Unlike other organizations, hospital staffs work 24/24h
and seven days a week with an increase of time pressure. Getting such systems
under control requires management of delivered services. In spite of the qual-
ity of the management, the caregiving teams have to face to situations where
unpredictable events can occur at any time. They must maintain the quality of
service considering the level of uncertainty to which the healthcare teams are
naturally exposed. As a consequence, irregular shift work have a real impact on
the level of nurses well-being, contentment and therefore on the quality of care
for the patients.

For many years, the research has tended to focus on scheduling and rostering
problem by proposing algorithms to help organization to solve their individual
short-term scheduling problems. The progress in planning and scheduling has not
delivered widely adopted methods, algorithms and software tools as the underly-
ing problems are really complex ones. Here, we plan to develop a virtual training
environment to support nurse-students’ teachers, as well as experimented nurses
in a continuous education perspective, to develop non-technical skills as work
organization, decision making, situation awareness.

2 State of the art

Since few years, healthcare professionals and trainers became interested in both
inter-professional skills [3] and non-technical skills [11][10][1]. Globally, on one
hand, there is a growing agreement regarding what should be assessed and on
the other hand, many reports and experts point the importance to design edu-
cational environment and educational programs to reproduce with high fidelity
the professional environment. It mainly relates to create experiential learning
courses to foster students to develop inter-professional skills (both technical or
non-technical skills). Specht and Sandlin[6] believe that “experiential learning
focuses on ’doing’ in addition to the ’hearing’ and ’seeing’ that occur in tradi-
tional lecture class”. They also argue that experiential learning is a structured
activity in which material and principles encountered are integrated and applied
to new situations.

Most of training in healthcare which takes place in a digital world are de-
signed for medical professionals and logically focused on technical skills and
surgery [4]. A few ones are designed to train caregiving teams for better co-
ordination and efficiency inside their operative unit[2][6]. Kilmon et al. target
speed and accuracy of nurse response in emergency situations requiring car-
diopulmonary resuscitation. Some of them intends to represent the complexity
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of the hospital supply chain by modeling the healthcare logistics using virtual
RFID configuration. This is the case of Thomson et Hagstrom [12] who use
Second Life as a support. Others have represented in a virtual operating room
the inter-professional team activity. This team is composed by an anesthetist, a
surgeon, an operating nurse and an anesthetist nurse [8][5].

3 Purpose

Now, to the best of our knowledge, no digital educational environment proposes
to train nurse to organize their daily tasks. Traditionally in Nurse Schools, teach-
ers used to provide paper exercises working with small size case of studies (three
or four patients) to challenge their students about the organization of a typical
day. We can list some reasons why there are very few educational environments
for care-giving teams: many constraints and difficulties restrict the development
of this kind of training. The main constraints refer to the socio-technical envi-
ronment itself, which is a complex and moving context. Consequently, recreating
artificially the conditions of work in a clinical department where several dozens
of patients are hospitalized is hardly impossible in a real educational place. On
the other hand, operational research has shown that the nurse rostering problem
is an NP-hard combinatorial problem. It is extremely difficult to efficiently solve
real life problems ex-ante, because of their size and complexity. Therefore, it
should be easier to teach best practices in a controlled and well-defined system
and to address the problem online in a secure and high fidelity context.

This research takes part of a global research that aims to provide a Real-time
Digital Virtual Environments to train future nurses on scheduling their activ-
ity, providing and adapting their tasks to a moving context. This interactive
environment is exclusively designed for educational purpose and provides expe-
riential training situations where the student plays the role of a regular nurse in
a clinical service.

This article presents a method to design educational scenarios which aims to
support trainers to teach nurses the best practices to organize their daily tasks
facing to an increasing number of patients, to evaluate the importance of unpre-
dictable events and all types of disturbances, to adjust their projected schedule,
to face to a set of uncertainties relative to the tasks that have to be performed
in an inter-professional and moving context. All the scenarios designed with this
method will be available in this innovative digital and immersive environment.

4 Approach

4.1 Educational interactive scenario

In the field of serious games, a scenario can be considered as a set of ele-
ments:(1) a briefing (mission): presentation of the current situation and expected
objectives to reach, (2) a virtual universe: objects, furniture, documents, char-
acters. . . (3) a set of actions, pieces of information, documents, furniture and
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objects which can be manipulated through the universe to achieve the mission,
(4) playful and educational locks such as educational prerequisites, educational
failures to avoid. . . (5) educational skills to develop or acquire, (6) abstract or
concrete concepts which can be manipulated with interactivity through the en-
vironment: game play elements as inventory of assets, monetary system, virtual
store. . . and educational concepts as programming, making decision. . . (7) steps
or levels which compose the mission, (8) educational objectives to reach (visible
or not in a briefing stage) (9) a debriefing: summary of outcomes with feedback
that should help the player to succeed in the future.

Firstly, a scenario proposes to the players a short storytelling of what is the
actual situation and what is the expected situation at the end. Secondly, a sce-
nario provides interactions that allow the players to achieve the mission and
locks (educational locks or playful locks) to prevent the player to succeed. Fi-
nally, outcomes are compared to expected objectives and results are immediately
displayed at the end of a game session.

This definition particularly suggests that interactive storytelling triggers chal-
lenging opportunities in providing effective models for enforcing autonomous be-
haviors for characters. In other words, players should be able to be wrong, fix
their errors, succeed or fail.

In the case of training environment for high graduated students, the classical
challenge to design an interactive scenario consists in either (1) representing with
creativity but also with high fidelity the professional environment through the
virtual universe or (2) providing opportunities to characters to choose their own
strategy, or (3) providing interactions as part of the professional activity using
objects/equipment/furniture/abstract elements arranged in the virtual universe,
or (4) giving relative but controlled freedom to act in the universe in order to
compare with the expected behaviors.

Three kinds of scenario can be listed: - entirely controlled scenario: a script
defines every possible path to succeed or fail the mission. - controlled scenario
with a limited but real freedom: a large combination of paths are possible to
succeed or fail. As a consequence, none script defines all the possible combina-
tions but algorithms can calculate them if necessary. - entirely free scenario :
machine learns from user’s interactions and builds a statistically-realistic behav-
ior. At the beginning, paths are unknown but machine learns from the user’s
experience over the time.

Designing an entirely controlled scenario consists in determining in details
every available alternative and their consequences in the virtual world. Such a
scenario is called scripted or branching scenario. It can be graphically repre-
sented by a tree-like structure. Our research intends to design a set of controlled
and non-linear educational interactive scenarios. All possible combinations are
definitely not predetermined even if a list of constraints must be set reduces
the solutions space considering the domain rules. The most important for us is
to compare the behavior of the nurse with what is expected. Models based on
constraints [9] do not focus on the sequence of actions realized by the learner. It
focuses only on results comparing the expected results to the learner’s results.
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The system checks if all the constraints have been satisfied. To that end, a large
freedom of action is given to the trainee respecting the rules of their professional
activities.

4.2 An educational virtual clinical service

Our research intends to design a real-time digital environment, which represents
a clinical department in a virtual hospital, individual organization as well as
interaction with their colleagues and includes embedded monitoring tools to
control nurses activity. It aims to transfer know-how from experienced nurses
to junior by experiencing real-life situations in a virtual controlled and safe
educational environment. Designing a virtual environment with a large library
of well-known professional situations should support trainers to educate future
nurses on task scheduling, situation awareness, leadership and decision-making.

The virtual environment represents all the actors with whom the regular
nurse is used to cooperate such as the care giving staff and their patients. The
staff can be composed of a head nurse, a caretaker, a doctor, a kinesiologist,
courier from blood analysis laboratory, hospital porter... The trainee plays the
role of a regular nurse who has to organize their working day and take care about
their patients. This digital environment is designed with game mechanisms and
interactive features such as a scheduling system, a task shifting and a decision-
making system.

The trainer can choose an educational scenario from a library composed of
various real-life ones. The nurse-student plays the role of a regular nurse and
must manage the situation. The library of scenarios must be composed of regu-
lar situations as well as complex situations in which deficiencies or unpredictable
events can occur or mistakes can be made and fix. Designing educational scenar-
ios for scheduling training is particularly complex because most of the time, the
causal chain of events that leads to change the initial formulation of a rostering
problem is unpredictable. It implies a large variety of contributing factors, such
as human factors, technical failures, patients pathologies. . . which are difficult to
combine artificially.

5 Method

The method aims to structure the design process to potentially build a large
number of educational scenarios with a large variety of professional situations.
The main goal is to build a library of educational situations from real professional
situations that occurred in French hospitals.

The method is composed of three stage: the domain analysis, the human ac-
tivity modeling and the scenario (see fig. 1). The domain analysis stage allows
to obtain information about the professional domain such as a typical clinical
service organization, the average number of patients in a real one, inpatients,
patient records, the composition of a medical staff, the care giving staff typical
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activities. . . It aims to highlight the concepts, the terminology, papers and doc-
umentation, the software and tools used. . . This step allows to collect elements
to describe the virtual clinical service and a set of global professional activities
which the care giving staff deals with in a real hospital.

The human activity modeling stage consists in structuring data to describe
the universe and all elements that compose an interactive scenario.

Fig. 1. The method is composed of three global steps: the domain analysis, the human
activity modeling and the scenario scripting.

5.1 Domain Analysis

This step consists in interviewing experts, trainers and professionals to gather
substantive information about the domain that will have implications for the
assessment. Approximately some twenty semi-structured interviews have been
conducted with a dozen of care experts and trainers who work either in Nursing
Schools either in the Regional Healthcare Agency. Two dozen of experienced
nurses have been interviewed and involved in the game design process. They
were chosen because of their affiliation in eighteen different French hospitals.
These criteria ensure to obtain a global consensus to represent a typical clinical
service.
Real-life nurse’s activity The analysis of real situations related to the targeted
skills enables us to identify tasks and patient records with a gradual complex-
ity. For example, an educational scenario must deal with a shift type which is
defined by a start and end time. It should begin either early: 6:30-14:30, late:
14h30-21:30, or night 21:30-6:30. The scenario must comply with a typical daily
scheduler. The typical day is split into main stages into which similar tasks are
performed for all patients. Some are not hardly subject to constraints from the
environment, some are not. For example, the delivery of breakfast is planned in
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the early morning just after team transmission from night to morning staff. The
constraint is the availability of food trays that is generally satisfied in due time.
However, the doctor in charge of the unit is making the visit of patient in the
middle of the morning. This is considered as a hard constraint for two reasons.
First, the doctor is often having a heavy workload including solicitations from
emergencies or delay during surgical operations. It is likelihood that the visit will
not be done at the expected time. Moreover, during the medical visit, doctors
change the medical content of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) to adapt a
therapeutic treatment or ask for new examinations (biological analysis, medical
imaging). For the nurse, it means that the set of task has to be revised and the
projected schedule will be impacted for the remaining part of their service. This
typical day description revealed both the existence of generic activities and a
predefined time slicing that punctuates the work flow. As an example, when the
nurses begin and end their shift, they must listen and communicate with the
previous/following giving care team to obtain/broadcast the most important in-
formation. The medical visit occurs at 10:00 am and the blood analysis must
be done before 10:00 am if the results must be broadcast to the doctor before
14:00 am. All these substantive information allows to model a generic frame for
a scenario and represent a typical clinical service.

Health records of real patients The second step relates a detailed analy-
sis of a set of real patient records and associated activities (nurse’s activity, nurse
assistant’s activity, doctor’s medical visit. . . ). Fifteen health patient records of
real patients from a dozen of different hospitals has been analyzed and compiled.
This analyzes has led to a standardized model of health patient record. A EHR
is composed of three files: (1) an administrative file which contains administra-
tive information about the patient, (2) a medical file which contains medical
information about the health state and the health history, (3) a nurse file which
contains care giving recommendations written by the previous nurses who gave
health care to the patient.
Preliminary communications between experts lead rapidly to the conclusion of
the diversity of representation of what health patient records are. It is a critical
point as the nurse’s tasks are daily reported and stored in files on the basis of the
information delivered by the institution and by the doctors. The group of experts
spent a long time to converge towards a unified and standardized model of a pa-
tient record. Differences concerned substantive issues on the semantics to use and
the pieces of information to dispatch between the three files. If a rationalization
of the EHR content has been reached, what we could call a convergence process
of the expert views has really contributed to share a conceptual representation of
the game design requirements and to strengthen the relationships between team
members. As experts reached an agreement on a standardized patient record,
they extracted valuable pieces of information from those 15records and lighted
content about effective patients care needs as a key of educational purposes. At
the end of the step, 15 virtual patient records have been designed (see fig.2).

Nurse’s activity and constraints This step consists in understanding the
rules and the cognitive scheme the experienced nurses use to organize their job.
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Fig. 2. A standardized health record results from the analysis of health records of real
patients.

Nurses globally decide of their activity from last pieces of information orally
delivered by the night shift and the EHR. The starting point to understand how
they proceed to organize their activity was to analyze how they schedule their
activity with the 15 virtual patients studied in the last stage. Manual scheduling
of 15 patients care plans is an expensive time consuming task, even for experi-
enced nurses. However, it really allowed us to understand their way of thinking
and the rules they used to comply with professional excellence. Analyzing their
approach on self-scheduling facing this virtual workload of 15 patients, we no-
ticed that they proceed on a step-by-step trial and error process. First, they
mentally compare the specific cares a patient needs with a standard well-known
scheduling driving what could be named a generic framework of daily nurses ac-
tivity. Secondly, they refresh this generic framework by task addition or/and task
removal onto the timetable until they obtain a projected scheduling. Moreover, a
feedback of our experience states that most of the time, nurses plan their activi-
ties using adjustments to a standard predefined planning after having performed
a detailed analysis about the inpatient records.

An example of a task order practice is a breakfast postponing because the
nurse must take a blood sample in fasting condition. Decision making is based
on a kind of mimicry that is usually practiced in critical environments where
service are delivered to people and affect their life.

The last step consists in balancing the workloads for the new set of tasks in
a global perimeter with respect to all the rostering constraints: coverage con-
straints, time related constraints, hard constraints, soft constraints. . . Coverage
constraints are constraints that refers to the number of professional roles needed
in a working period. Time related constraints are constraints that refer to the
scheduling, the right order of care delivered as well as other more personal activ-
ities. For example, personal lunch time, medication distribution time, patient
lunch time, patient therapeutic care. . . Hard constraints are constraints that
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must be satisfied whatever event occurs. For example, give patient their medica-
tions. Soft constraints are constraints that are considered as recommended but
they may relaxed if necessary to find a feasible solution.

A cross analysis of real-based situations and curriculum At this step,
we need to identify and classify the knowledge and skills which are concerned
by the studied patient records. It implies a cross analysis on the curriculum of
Nursing School and the EHR of the virtual patients. For Le Boterf[7] ’the skill
is the mobilization or activation of several knowledge, in a given situation and
context’. This cross analysis work was carried out in collaboration with trainers
from Nursing Schools and didactic researcher. In the repository of activities and
skills for a graduate nurse, we find that the university program involves ten skills.
Among these ten skills, the skill number 9 entitled ”Organize and coordinate care
interventions” is the one we mainly target. We are going to propose an answer
to the needs of trainers through the use of a serious game in initial training. But,
how is it possible to ensure that the skill is mastered? In other words, we must
provide to the designers the criteria to evaluate the students. The referenced
french national book details the activities and skills which must be assessed to
be a graduated nurse. It mainly points three criteria. The first one concerns the
relevance of the intervention of the various participants. The second is about the
Consistency in the continuity of care. And the third one relates to the reliability
and relevance of the information provided. Each indicator is associated with
another one which gives visible signs. Let’s take for example the criterion named
Consistency in the continuity of care. The indicators relating to this criterion are:
(1) the links between the various professional interventions are identified and well
defined, (2) the organization of the activities in order to optimize collaborative
work is explained and argued, (3) the control of the assigned care is done, (4)
continuity and traceability of care is ensured.

This collaborative work of skill identification make the designers know what
interactions must be monitored to assess the student at the end of a training
session.

5.2 The human activity modeling stage

Representing the nurse’s activity in a clinical unit implies to characterize a set of
virtual patients, a set of non-player characters like the nurse assistant, the doctor,
the courier, the hospital porter. . . who daily interacts with the nurse, a set of
clinical rooms where the patients live, a nurse’s room where the nurses cooperate,
phone to other professionals and a room where nurses have a rest. We choose to
define a virtual patient by all the pieces of information dispatched in their health
record and all the pieces of information that can be delivered both by the patient
itself and the others team members. The virtual patient model is exclusively
based on the static information model and dynamic information model. The
step of domain analysis showed that in average 40 pieces of information have
been dispatched between the three files of the EHR and 40 tasks are associated
to one virtual patient. The pieces of information are classify into two categories
: a static information category and a dynamic information category.
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This choice of model enables us to create as much as we need new pieces of
information whose can concern both virtual patients or anything else like ’Dr
Vincent postpones the medical visit at 11:00’.

A static information is an information that can be read in the EHR whereas
a dynamic information is an information that can only be delivered by a virtual
character during a particular time period or after a task achievement. As an il-
lustration, a patient calls the nurse to ease him, the patient family arrives in the
clinical service and asks the nurse for an interview, during the medical visit, a
doctor prescribes a new medicinal treatment or a new examination (radio, scan-
ner, blood test. . . ), the patient refuses to go with the hospital porter. . . These
are some examples of dynamic information. They can be notified to the trainee
at any time. These dynamic information are used to represent the moving con-
text and enrich the story. In previous part, we described events that are known
as having an impact on the planning during a typical day. To inform the trainee
that the current context is changing, the dynamic information system can be
used to notify an unexpected event. As an illustration, if the patient’s health
status is evolving either in a good way or in a bad way, the nurse must be
informed and should be fostered to react very often.

There are two categories of tasks, the generic tasks which can be achieved
on any virtual patients such as ’distributing breakfast and meal’, ’making the
bed’, ’measuring temperature’, ’measuring pulse rate’. . . and the contextual tasks
which are associated with pieces of information dispatched in the universe. Most
of the tasks are freely available since the associated pieces of information have
been read or previous tasks have been realized. These kind of constraints allow
designers to make a task available at any time or only when the constraints have
been fulfilled.

5.3 Scenario stage

In terms of storytelling, designing educational scenarios based on real-life sit-
uations for professional training consists in two points. The first one consists
in representing a perfect professional situation with competitive colleagues who
realized all the prescribed tasks and do not postpone any care before the nurse
begins their shift. The second one consists in representing a moving situation
where medical prescriptions and unexpected events will occur around the clock
and should foster the nurse to adapt their planning. If the nurse does not con-
sider these new events in time, whatever their importance, problems should arise
later or errors should be revealed as being part of the causal chain of events that
could lead to an adverse event or a near miss. It should complexify the job for
the healthcare team in charge of the next period. The models presented in 5.2
enable us to trigger new event that can disturb the nurse such as ’The family
of patient A want to talk to you’. Another example can illustrate how to use
a dynamic information to enrich the storytelling of a scenario. Non quality of
logistics services around the clinical service could be a root cause of unexpected
event for example. If a prescribed drug is not available in the hospital, the unit
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is not supplied and it could be critical for a patient. The nurse need to be in-
formed that the hospital suffers from a lack of drugs. A dynamic information
can be used to deliver a new drug prescription at 10:00 and another one can be
created to inform the nurse that this drug is no longer available.

Each scenario is relative to the same clinical department with the option
to choose the level of difficulty. The number of patients who need to obtain
care is a parameter used to complicate a scenario. For example, a scenario ad-
dresses a group of 5 patients (A,B,C,D,E) while another one deals with 8 patients
(A,C,F,G,H,I,J,H)and so on to propose a scenario in a unit of 15 inpatients (see
fig.2).

6 Results

This method has enabled us to identify the main features and interaction systems
needed to represent the nurse professional activity in a virtual world designed
to train future professional on organization skills.

Using this method, it has been possible to design some ten scenarios which
are all structured by five steps: (1)the briefing: to inform the students on their
mission, (2)the communication step: to receive pieces of information from the
previous staff and become aware of the situation when they shift at 6:30, (3)the
scheduling step: to consult the patient’s record and organize the activity of the
day, (4)the activity itself: to provide care, organize medical examination, profes-
sional phone calls, patient discharge or arrival (5) the communication step: to
inform the next staff on the current situation when they shift at 1:30pm
During the domain analysis, we identified 6 features which would be part of game
universe: (2) a virtual memory is attached to the nurse avatar. It should allow
the trainees to use the pieces of information they read from the EHR or broad-
cast from other characters. It also stores a set of activities which can only be
available since they become aware of particular information that are dispatched
in the universe. This is the case of medical prescription for example. The task
named ’Distributing per os treatment’ is only available if they read the prescrip-
tions on the medical patient record (2) an information reading system to hide
some pieces of information which could be relevant to use as argument during a
decision making stage, (3) a scheduler feature which allows the player to place
and organize their tasks on their own scheduler from a typical daily scheduler,
(4) a managing and delegating feature to allow the nurse to assign some tasks
to the nurse assistant, (5) an argumentation feature to enable the student to
express and argue their decision when they need to adjust the scheduler, (6) a
communication system to enable the student to obtain/broadcast information
to the previous/next caregiving team.

7 Conclusion

This paper aims to introduce a real-time digital environment designed to train
the nurses to schedule and manage their activity in a complex and dynamic
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inter-professional context. We have first presented a method to design interac-
tive and non-linear educational scenarios for self-planning nursing tasks. Then
we have shown how the use of this method enabled us to build different sce-
narios combining a sub-group of virtual patients, all relevant for the training of
nurses. Future work aims to realize training using this digital environment that
embedded these scenarios in a dozen of National French Nursing Schools.
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